
Market Corner

Asian stocks were on track for a third straight daily advance as the dollar and oil prices further weakened.
The MSCI Asia Pacific Index climbed as much as 0.6%, with tech and materials stocks driving it higher. TSMC rose more
than 3%, boosting Taiwan’s gauge, after August sales rose 59% from a year ago and Reuters reported that the US plans
to broaden curbs on chip shipments to China. Markets were closed for a holiday in China, Hong Kong and South Korea.
Benchmarks in Australia, the Philippines and Japan were among the region’s best performers. The dollar and oil prices
weakened ahead of a much-awaited US inflation report out Tuesday, with investors preparing for super-sized interest
rate hikes in the US. Investors are also watching for Russia’s response after unconfirmed reports overnight of the
advance of Ukraine forces in Kharkiv region.

US equities are rallying Friday and on pace heading their first weekly gain in the last four as cheaper valuations attract
bargain hunters with Treasury yields moderating.
The S&P 500 Index was up 1.1% as of 12:25 p.m. in New York, with all 11 major industry groups in the green, led by the
communication services and energy sectors. The broad stock market benchmark is up 3.2% for the week, putting it on
pace for its best performance since mid August. The tech-heavy Nasdaq 100 climbed 1.6% and Dow Jones Industrial
advanced 0.8%.
A drop in 10-year Treasury yields from Tuesday’s high of 3.35% to 3.29% Friday midday is boosting the rebound in tech
shares, with Wall Street money managers piling back into those rate-sensitive growth stocks. Amazon Inc. rallied 1.8% to
its highest in about two weeks and Apple Inc. added 1.3%, while the Nasdaq 100 benchmark saw its biggest weekly gain
since late July.
All three equity benchmarks are set to post their first weekly gains in four after a stretch of volatile sessions. The Cboe
Volatility Index, also known as the VIX, fell below 23 after nearly touching 28 earlier in the week.
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World Indices Last 1D Change

Dow Jones 32 151,71 1,19%

S&P 500 4 067,36    1,53%

Nasdaq 12 112,31 2,11%

Eurostoxx 50 3 570,04    1,64%

FTSE 100 7 351,07    1,23%

CAC 40 6 212,33    1,41%

DAX 13 088,21 1,43%

SMI 10 900,24 1,02%

Nikkei 28 542,11 1,16%

Hang Seng 19 362,25 2,69%

CSI 300 4 093,79    1,39%

VIX Index 22,79         -3,47%

World Bonds Last 1D Change

US 10Y 3,3309 0,64%

EUR 10Y 1,7420 2,59%

Swiss 10Y 1,0350 2,78%

UK 10Y 3,10 -1,65%



Crypto Corner

Struggling cryptocurrency lender Hodlnaut warned of risks to its assets if a looming upgrade of the Ethereum
blockchain known as the Merge stokes a bout of volatility in virtual coins.
Sharp moves in the prices of tokens linked to the Ethereum network could cause “smart contracts to automatically
liquidate the assets,” the company said in a statement released on its blog on Monday.
Smart contracts are programs that automatically execute when certain conditions are met and are popular in blockchain-
based decentralized finance applications, where Ethereum is the dominant network.
Big price swings after the Merge could spark liquidations as such rules are triggered, for instance in protocols governing
collateral, according to Hodlnaut.
Hodlnaut is under judicial management in Singapore after halting withdrawals. The firm, which also operates out of Hong
Kong, is among a number that buckled around the world during this year’s meltdown in crypto markets.
The hotly-anticipated Merge, expected around Sept. 15, will transition Ethereum to a more energy efficient network.
Investors are monitoring the long-awaited and challenging software upgrade very carefully, as hiccups could ripple across
the crypto ecosystem.
One way to mitigate risks is to unwind tokens deployed on decentralized finance platforms, but that may result in
“material losses,” Hodlnaut said.
Judicial managers have asked for estimated losses from such an unwinding and any precautionary steps that can be taken
to preserve the value of assets.
A rally in Bitcoin and other digital assets fizzled on Monday in Asia in part as traders braced for the Ethereum upgrade.

Crypto Market Cap: $1,05T 24h Vol: $76,07B Dominance: BTC: 39,5% ETH:20,0%
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Crypto Last 1D Change

Bitcoin 21 765,98 0,58%

Ethereum 1 732,07    -1,56%

https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/#dominance-percentage


Commodity Corner

Gold steadied before US inflation data due Tuesday, and as central bankers in the US and Europe signaled more rate
rises were on the way.
Bullion has mainly fluctuated between $1,700 an ounce and $1,720 in September after several months of declines, and
closed Friday with its first weekly gain in four. The dollar was little changed on the day.
Economists forecast the August inflation figure would slow for the second month in a row to 8.1%. Still, US central bank
officials last week seemed to point to another super-sized rate rise of 75 basis points in September. Fed Governor
Christopher Waller said Friday he favored “another significant” increase.

Spot gold was trading little changed at $1,714.88 an ounce at 6:15 a.m. in London from its close on Friday.
The Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index was flat, after posting its first weekly drop in four. Silver was up, while platinum and
palladium fell.

Oil opened the week with a decline on mounting speculation that global demand is weakening, and as investors
assessed a welter of details about an ambitious US-led plan to try to cap the price of Russian crude.
West Texas Intermediate sank below $86 a barrel after a volatile ride last week, when prices swung in a wide arc only to
end little changed. There are concerns the outlook for consumption is worsening as global growth slows and China
maintains its strategy of controlling Covid-19 by curbing activity.
In the US late Friday, the Treasury issued rough compliance guidelines for the proposed cap on Russian oil, focusing on
the documentation needed by the private sector to adhere to the program, which is meant to kick in from December as
Europe tightens sanctions on flows. Deputy Treasury Secretary Wally Adeyemo said that Moscow would have no
choice but to participate.
Crude has sunk by nearly a third since June, shedding all the gains since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. The reversal has
come as central banks including the Federal Reserve tighten policy to quell inflation. The US price-cap plan, which is
backed by the Group of Seven, is meant to reduce Moscow’s income from oil sales, squeezing the flow of funds used to
finance the conflict.
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Precious Metals Last 1D Change

Gold 1 715,72 -0,06%

Silver 19,03       0,92%

Platinium 882,79     -0,16%

Palladium 2 163,23 -0,70%

Wolrd Commodities Last 1D Change

WTI Crude 85,75         -1,20%

Brent Crude 91,92         -0,99%

Nat Gas (HH) 8,09            1,14%

Nickel 22 953,00 5,79%

Copper 355,20       -0,81%

Corn 690,25       -1,18%

Wheat 853,25       5,27%

Soybean 1 472,50    -1,12%

Coffee 231,50       2,50%

Cotton 109,52       1,11%

Sugar 18,22         1,62%



FX Corner

EUR/USD grinds higher around 1.0090 during Monday’s sluggish session as China’s off and a light calendar joins pre-data
anxiety. However, the recently hawkish comments from the European Central Bank (ECB) policymakers keep the pair
buyers hopeful.

GBP/USD is clinging to gains above 1.1600 after the downbeat UK GDP and industrial data failed to impress. The pair
struggles to find demand amid UK recession fears and a mixed market mood. The dollar licks its wounds amid a data-scarce
US docket.

USD/JPY has advanced sharply after a little shaky opening and is hovering around 143.00 in the Asian session. The asset is
expected to advance further after slaughtering the immediate hurdle of 143.00 as the Federal Reserve (Fed) is preparing to
scale up its interest rates further this year. On a broader note, the major has attempted a firm rebound after the
conclusion of retracement from the previous week’s high around 145.00.

AUD/USD is retreating towards 0.6800 in Monday's Asian trading. The market mood turns sour amid Beijing's fresh covid
outbreak, US-China tensions and global recession fears. The US dollar extends correction amid light trading and ahead of
Tuesday's US inflation.
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World Currencies Last 1D Change

EURUSD 1,0103 0,61%

EURCHF 0,9694 -0,49%

EURGBP 0,8683 -0,19%

EURJPY 144,77 -1,12%

USDCHF 0,9594 0,21%

USDJPY 143,30 -0,58%

USDCAD 1,3014 0,13%

USDTRY 18,24 -0,09%

GBPUSD 1,1635 0,40%

AUDUSD 0,6858 0,25%

NZDUSD 0,6120 0,18%



Event Corner

Disclaimer: "This information, including any opinion, news and reports is based on publicly available source, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed and may be subject to
change without notice. BankMed (Suisse) does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, continued availability or completeness of such information. Neither the information
provided nor any opinion expressed therein, constitutes a solicitation, offer, personal recommendation or advice. BankMed (Suisse) is not acting as an adviser to you and
you are free to rely or not on such information at your own risk. Certain transactions involving securities give rise to substantial risks, including currency and volatility risk,
and are not suitable for all investors."
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